The Coalition for Optics and Photonics (CPO) happened for all the best ofreasons, while born out ofa somewhat tumultuous past that could not have predicted it. First, there were optical societies. Born from each other, or because of each other, they had their own agendas. Each felt strongly that they had the one and only right path. There was little cooperation and even, from time to time, some non-constructive competition among the professional societies and trade associations. The optical industry was still in its infancy stage for the most part.
INTRODUCTION
In the late 1980's and into the early 90's there was a conference called OptCon. Its Steering Conference Committee first brought together leadership from OSA, SPIE, LEOMA, IEEE/LEOS, and LIA. The societies also brought staff and volunteers to the same table several times a year for informal discussion of non-OptCon issues. Generally constructive (although sometimes "frank") discussions at OptCon Steering led to better relationships among the societies and associations. OptCon was discontinued around 1993 for lack of exhibitor support. There was subsequently no forum for intra-society discussions.
In the mid 90's, a fairly large group of optical scientist and interested parties came together to study the breadth, depth, and future of the optics and photonics industry. This group became know as the Committee for Optics and Photonics (COSE), authors ofthe now famous COSE report. In 1996, at Art Guenther's request for the last meeting of the committee, Art suggested that they should hear from other leading organization in the industry for any further input before finalizing the study. That brought together SPIE, IEEE, LEOS, OSA, and LEOMA.
MARKERS ALONG TilE WAY
The Coalition for Optics (later renamed CPO) was formed in 1996, primarily under the leadership ofJim Pearson, Duncan Moore, and David Hennage. Its initial mission was to:
Establish "optics" as a discipline Publicize the COSE report Explore additional activities to benefit the community The problem is further complicated by two other factors. The first one, which has been known for some time, is the ever-decreasing number of students going into the hard sciences and engineering. Furthermore the world is finally starting to realize the impact ofsome ofthe changes in demographics in the last ten years. It appears that the world will not burst at it seams from a population explosion. In fact the opposite is true. Many nations will shortly be desperate for workers in just about every field: nurses, teachers, construction workers, general laborers, technical people, etc. Birth rates have been below 2. 1 per female for many years; hence many countries are no longer replacing their workforce with an equal number of workers. In the next 1 5 years, many of the baby boomers are going to leave the workforce; for every ten that leave there will only be one new worker to replace them. For the last six years at Los Alamos, for every 100 nuclear scientists that have departed, only four new recruits have replaced them. If the average experience of a retiree is about 40 years, that means that 40*l004,000 man-years are being replaced with, at most, 16 man-years. How can you grow under those circumstances? In optics we need to assure that proportionally more students enter into optics careers.
Example: A joint forum by LEOMA and OSA and supported and promoted by other CPO members in June 2000, focused on manpower shortages and potential solutions.
Some of the topics covered at the June conference were: -Human Resources Panel: "How hard can it be to hire an optical engineer/technician?" -A PowerPoint presentation for college freshmen and high school seniors -An intriguing optics demonstration for grade school children -The role ofprofessional societies in attracting and retaining men & women in photonics -NSF programs for promoting science and technology education -The STEP program for laser-technician training -"International competitiveness and the shortage oftechnology workers" More detailed information on the above sessions can be found at the CPO web site, http://www.cpo-optics.org/AboutCPO/. Its web site includes links to educational web sites, lists of current new books on optics, and special magazines or other publications. As workforce is one of its key initiatives, it will often have links to K-l2 sites for students and workforce development issues. CPO has a loosely tied organizational structure. It has accomplished many things without the typical rules and regulations. Members have contributed resources, people and money on an as-needed basis, and to the extent of their individual resources. CPO typically meets three times a year, at Photonics West in January, CLEO in May and the OSA annual meeting in October. However, the by-laws do not regulate the place, day, time or frequency. If a member organization's appointed representative to CPO is absent for three consecutive meetings, and in the absence of a proxy, the organization's MEMBER status is changed to OBSERVER status at/during the third missed meeting. To regain MEMBER status the organization must be approved by the entire CPO membership.
Congressional Visits Day Update
One ofthe other CPO key activities in the United States supported by CPO is Congressional Visit Day (CVD). Kathy Ream, SPIE's Washington lobbyist, has coordinated the annual Congressional Visit Day (CVD) usually scheduled in May of each year over a two-day period from dawn to dusk. Any organization wishing to participate has been encouraged to do so. Activities usually have included a breakfast briefing, a report from someone in the federal administration, and small-group office visits directly with national legislators and other events. The entire event is designed to show that there is a constituency group interested in science and technology funding. Past experience has showed that an "agenda" must be in place before such visits, and that the CPO visitors know "what they want" (e.g. increased funding for NSF, education, etc.). Therefore, Kathy Ream and her organizers prepare briefing material and the basic, underlying message is the same -academia and industry working together is vital to economy. Messages may be more tailored by the society, a specific industry, or for specific legislators. One of several positive outcomes of CVD is the establishment ofrelationships with staffers. OSA has hosted a meeting prior to CVD for participating CPO members to discuss a common agenda and distribute materials on the current issues that are under discussion in Washington. Sometimes this has included issues not to be discussed. The details of the agenda and message change from year to year. It has been successful each year and CPO is discussing how it can expand on the mission. One such way would be to have the legislators to "call" for a congressional hearing on optics and photonics. They need to call for it, since the societies cannot "lobby", but they can testify if called to do so. If such an event were to happen, the industry members would be asked to "exhibit" at an event in one or more of the houses. We are trying to create a national visibility.
Roundtable Discussion
Each member organization is asked to discuss issues of common interest or concern, as well as information of relevant current projects within their organization. It is a time to call for cooperation, if any is needed, or for spreading the word for some special event. Typical issues covered at the last meeting included:
NMOIA -New Mexico Optics Industry Association
. Has about 40 companies participating, doing some funding development and economic development . NewMexico's US Representative, Heather Wilson, has offered to attempt to raise visibility of optics, both locally and nationally. A white paper is needed to define optics as a separate discipline to the US government.
. Workforce development issues. The US needs a new curriculum called "optics" to draw attention to discipline, which is now typically scattered in other university departments, it does not get priority funding. . Supports optics as a separate discipline OJDA -Opto-electronics Industry Development Association
. OIDA represents industry in opto-electronics. They like the consensus of CPO member's use of the industry as optics or photonics.
. Both EE and optics needed. Against optics as a separate discipline -need combination.
. Workforce shortage -emphasis on graduate education. To a lesser degree, interested in high school education. A textbook is being developed for high schooL/training.
. DARPA centers of excellence would be a means of further developing the optics industryoptical engineering curriculum.
. The optics industry in general has a lack of infrastructure for high-volume, low-cost manufacture.
OIDA would support an Advanced Technology Program (ATP) to solve this shortcoming in the industry.
. . Inform industry to use the correct terms in identifying employee classifications (HR). Today, optics is not included in the national survey that goes out to all major employers. Employees with optics as their classification are therefore not recognized as existing in their statistics. Managers need to be trained to count its optics-related scientists as in optics, rather than electronics or system engineers.
. OSA and SPIE have resigned from AAES and are now counting on CPO to meet their policy needs.
. cPO needs to revise their strategic planlcharter.
CPIA -Colorado Photonics Industry Association
. . LEOS is part of a much larger organization (IEEE). Primary function is journal and conference.
Visit www.ileos.org for more information.
• LEOS has funds available for worthy projects.
• Workforce development -assisting folks who are moving into optics from similar disciplines (transfers) with resources such as short course programs, tutorials, etc.
Reports from observer organizations UK Coalition for Photonics and Optics
. Attracting students into courses is partly a marketing exercise -use the word "photonics" instead of "optics".
. For UK-funding ofphotonics programs, photonics is a fuzzy term and it is difficult to classify programs correctly.
OEOSC -Optics and Electro-Optics Standards Council
. Standards -completed a updated specifics for optical glass.
CONCLUSIONS
CPo is the only national program where most of the optical and photonics-related societies and regional optics clusters representing the optics industry can and do interface for the good of the optics community. Without any direct means of soliciting from outside its membership organizations, it is somewhat limited it what it can do. Nevertheless, its coordination efforts, for the most part, have been successful. It has found funding necessary to meet it needs and continues to promote the needs of the optics industry. Much more could be done, but usually each attendee is a leader of an organization to which they already volunteer many hundreds of hours. It is through the member's organizations that the goals of CPO are best executed.
